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This report covers one phase of a continuing investigation of
the stresses and deflections in swept wings of high solidity. The
experimental work consisted of testing a solid plate having the shape
of a parallelogram, under bending and torsion, to determine the stress
and deflection patterns for angles of sweep up to sixty degrees. The
torsion vector at the tip was applied perpendicular to the root.
Under all loadings the area of critical atress is at the root
near the trailing edge. Under bending loads the stresses near the
trailing edge do not vary with angle of sweep up to forty degrees;
at sixty degrees the trailing edge stresses decrease*
Near the leading edge the stress pattern varies sharply with
angles of sweep, the stresses near the root becoming negligible at
high angles, and the stresses in the outer portion of the span be-
coming greater.
Under uniform shear and uniformly distributed loading, for all
angles of sweep, the area of "end effect" extends to approximately
three-quarters of a chord length outboard of a line perpendicular to
the axis through the trailing edge root.
Shis investigation was carried out at the Guggenheim Aeronauti-
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I. INTRODUCTION
In tho 3ui.roer of 1%7 the Ougrfmheim Aeronautleal Laboratory
of tho California Institute of Technology (OALCIT) was granted a
contract by tho U. S. Air Force to investigate the effect of sweep
upon the deflection and stress patterns of aircrnft win^s of high
solidity. The investigation is being carri d out both theoretically
and experimentally and this report is essentially a critical analy-
sis of one phase of the experimental work.
.Since little or no published material exists on this subject
it was necessary to begin the work with same comparatively elemen-
tary studies of the behavior of solid plates having the shape of
swept wings and subjected to uniform shear loading* uniformly dis-
tributed loading and torsion. 3y September of 1949 a preliminary
investigation on a thin nlate had been completed by the GALCIT staff.
This work "pointed the way" to the present investigation just as
tiiis paper will suggest several points to be considered in further
investigation of the problem.
The specimen used in the present tests was a "thick* plate of
24 S-T aluminum alloy ten inches vide by one inch thick and having
a length of forty inches between the support end the tip. four con-
figurations, corresponding to angles of sweep of zero, twenty, forty
and sixty degrees, were tested under uniform shear, uniformly dis-
tributed, and torsion loadings. Loading was progressive in each of
the three types and readings were taken to obtain both deflection
and stress at a representative number of points under each type of
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load. It was found that the deflections beoame large at the trail-
ing edge near the tip under all types of loading. The stresses
build up rapidly near the root at the trailing edge* for all angles
of sweep and all loadings but this condition appears to beoome more
critical with larger sweep angles* For more exact data on the
stresses in this region it is recommended that a more complete in-
vestigation be maJe.
This investigation was carried out in the GALCIT structures
laboratory under the supervision of Dr. «• 2. 3echler, Professor of
Aeronautics at the California Institute of Technology* It was done
in conjunction with Lt. Oomdr. Ralph S. Ohandl< r, U. 3. Navy, dur-




II. EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE
Tho test specimen uoed throughout this investigation was a
plat© of 24 3-T aluminum alloy, ten inches wide by one inch thick
and originally just over six foet long. The test portion was forty
inches lone s^d this was maintained constant in the swept configu-
ration by cutting triangular pieces from tho free end so as to leave
this edge parallel to the support. The dimensions of the specimen
in the four configurations of zero, twenty, forty* and sixty degrees
of sweep are shown in Figs* 4 to 15*
Standard SR-4 strain rosettes manufactured by the Baldwin-
Southwark Go* were attached to the specimen at the points indicated
in the above figures. These were connected to a wheatstone bridge
circuit from which were taken the strain readings in millivolts.
These readings were then converted to principal stresses.
The support for the specimen consisted of a massive steel
framework made up of I beams and solid pistes. This support is shown
in Figs. 1 and 2. It was bolted to the concrete floor and results
show that a reasonable degree of rigidity was echieved. Since com-
plete fixity was not possible a survey was made as described below
to determine the amount of "sag".
The test specimen was inserted between the two solid plates at
the top of the support and surrounded by specially out spacers. These
spacers were used in an effort to obtain a uniform pressure over the
fixed end of the specimen. Located beneath the specimen was a large
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snooth table*
Deflections under load were obtained by measuring the change
in distance* to the nearest thousandth of an inch, between this
table and the specimen when the various load a were applied* For
this purpose a dial deflection gauge manufactured by the B. 0. Ames
Company was used* Zeros were obtained before and after loading and
it was found that at least throe loading cyoles were needed in order
to stabilize these. Deflection readings were taken at intervals of
two and one-half inches axially and at the zero, twenty-fire, fifty,
seventy-five and hundred per cent chord points. The range of these
points was from aa near as practicable to the root out to approxi-
mately seventy-five per cent of the "semi-span*.
Three types of loading were used on each configuration, these
being hereafter referred to as uniform shear, uniformly distributed,
and torsion* The uniform shear load was applied through ar whiffle-
tree arrangement, as shown in Pig. 1, to obtain a uniform distribu-
tion along the chord at one hundred per cent semi-span* The uniform-
ly distributed load was applied by distributing shot bags evenly over
a foam rubber pad on the surface. The torsion load was applied by
attaching a bar to the tree and to which were attached two eab^60 *
One of these cables ran over an overhead pulley to a tray and the
other went directly to a tray as shown in Fig. 2. For the uniform
shear load a maximum of six hundred pounds of shot were placed in
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the tray suspended from the whiffle- tree. For the uniformly distrib-
uted load a maximum of twelve hundred pounds of shot were spread over
the specimen. In the torsion loading a maximum of forty-five thousand
inch pounds were applied. Ohder each loading, readings were taken
for oomperison at loading increments of one-third, two-thirds and max-
imum. Only the maximum readings were plotted, both of defleotion and
stress.
The defleotion readings as token were plotted as shown in /igs.
16 to 27. Since the magnitude of the deflection is of interest rather
than the direction, the absolute value is plotted without regard to sign,
except where a given teat has deflections in both directions. Un- r
uniform shear and uniformly distributed loads the deflections are all
in the direction of loading. Under torsion the deflection direction
reverses, for certain areas, as the sweep angle is increased.
As the results of the plot for a aero sweep angle differed meas-
urably from those derived from theoretical calculations, a survey was
made to determine the amount of sag in the support. A lightweight I
beam was clamped to the top of the support and its defleotion measured
when the speoimen was loaded. An arch was mounted on the top of the
main support and the defloction of the top support plate measured when
the load was applied. Finally the sag of the bottom support plate was
measured. The combined results of this survey, for sag in the plane
perpendicular to the support, are shown in Fig. 36. The sag in the
plane parallel to the support was found to be negligible.
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Uoing the corrected values for deflection, cross plots were then
made to show the variation in deflection with increased angle of sweep
for points on the fifty and seventy-five per cent semi-span lines.
Pig» 34 shows this variation for the uniform shear and uniformly dis-
tributed loadings end i?ig. 35 shows it for the torsion loading.
The orientation and magnitude of the principal stresses at the
various strain rosette locations are shown in i?igs. 4 to 15* 3roas
plots were made as shown in ?igs. 23 to 30 to show the variation in
stress magnitude near the trailing edge for the various sweep angles.
Similar plots were made for the stresses near the leading edge as
shown in 3"ige. 3Ua) to 33(b)* Data for these plots are listed in
Tables 1 and 2.
Figs. 31(b) and 33(b) were traced from ?lga« 31(a) and 33(a) re-
spectively and then three additional curves wore drawn on each one.
These curves are representations of the standard engineering formulas
for stresses in a simple cantilever beam. lpor these computations the
beams were considered to have fixed roots on a line perpendicular to






III. RSSULTS AND DXdOBSaXON
JU 3TRIS3^3
A visual picture of the orientation and and magnitude of the
principal stresses Rt the variouo strain gauge locations is sJ>own
in Pics. 4 to 15« It con be seen that tho stresses near the trail-
ing edge will bo critical for all angles of sweep, particularly in
tho orea near the root. It is in tVis area that the data are insuf-
ficient for c complete anolyais. .--lots of the variation in maximum
stress with distance from the root, near the leading: and trailing
ed
;
?es, are shown in Fif?s. 28 to 33(b).
1. Trailing edge - For the uniform shear load the stresses in-
crease linearly for the outer 30% of the span and then rise very
sharply to the root. For the uniformly distributed load the stresses
increase approximately parabolical ly, having almost the same curvature
as the engineering formula. Under both types of loading it is noted
that the stresses for zero, twenty, and forty degrees of sweep are
equal for the outer 85i£ of the plate. Those for sixty degrees of sweep
are measurably less. In both cases use of tho standard engineering
formula for a cantilever beam sives res ilts which are conservative by
ten per cent or more for the outer 85£ of the plate. Neerer the root
the stresses rise sharply above the formula results for all angles of
sweep.
For the torsion load the stresses near the trailing edge increase
sharply with sweep# This is due to the manner in which the torsion
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load was applied. Since the torsion vector is perpendicular to the
root at the tip the plate is subjected to more and more bending as the
sweep angle is increased* For each angle the stresses have approximate-
ly a constant value for the outer 1$% of the plate and then rise sharp-
ly to the root.
2. Leading edge - For the uniform shear and uniformly distributed
loeds the point of maximum stress near the leading edge moves rapidly
outboard with increase in angle of sweep as shown in Figs* 31(a) and
sod 33(a)* Inboard of this point of maximum stress the magnitude de-
creases rapidly, particularly for the higher angles of sweep, and the
stresses b come negligible at the leading edge root*
For the four angles of sweep investigated, a point of interest
worthy of further investigation is noted. Under the uniform shear
load, the distance from the root to the point of maximum stress varies
linearly as shown in Table 5»
For the torsion loading, the stresses near the leading edge are
shown in Fig. 32. On the zero sweep specimen the tensile and compres-
sive stresses are equal and constant for the outer 30,2 of the span.
Near the root the tensile stresses increase while the compressive
stresses decrease due to end effect. As the angle of sweep increases
from aero to sixty degrees the tensile stresses (on top of the speci-
men) steadily decrease, while the compressive streases increase rapidly
at the outer end of the span* For the inboard end the compressive
stresses reverse this trend, decreasing more and more sharply as the




stress moves progressively outboard with increase in angle of eweept
the magnitude of this high stress likewise increasing. These oppres-
sive stresses at large angles of sweep are due primarily to Deriding,
rather than torsion, due to the manner of loading. Opposite stresses
exist on the bottom of the specimen.
3. Jnd effect - In Tigs. 31(b) and 33(b) this curve for the stand-
ard engineering formula is different for each anfle of sweep. This
is due to the fact that only a portion of the plate is considered as
a simple cantilever beam. This is the portion outboard of a line drawn
through the trailing edge root, perpendicular to the axis of the plate.
The theoretical loading in each case is modified from the actual load-
ing as shown in the figures.
For the uniform shear and uniformly distributed loadings ?igs. 23,
30, 31(b), and 33(b) show that the area of "end effect", for all angles
of sweep, extends outward from the root to a line perpendicular to the
plate axis, three-quarters of a chord length outboard of the trailing
edge root. Outboard of this line, for all angles of sweep, the theo-
retical results for the uniformly distributed load agree very well with
those obtained experimentally. Near the leading edge for the uniform
shear load this is not the case, far the zero sweep angle nor for the
sixty. The formula gives conservative results for the former, agrees
very well for twenty end forty and then is aon-conservative for sixty
degrees of sweep.
As noted above under the discussion for the trailing edge, the
theoretical results, under uniform shear load, agree very well up to
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forty degrees of sweep* At sixty degrees of sweep the disagreement
is marked* This leads to the conclusion that for angles of sweep great-
er than approximately forty-fire degrees, the simplifying assumptions
of the engineering formula are no longer valid*
B. DSFL33TI0JJS
For all types of loading the deflections remained in the linear
range and the "zeros" measured after removing the loads agreed, within
extremely narrow limits, with the initial zeros. ?or the zero angle
of sweep and the uniform shear load, the deflections were slightly
greater than those computed from the standard engineering formula for
oantilever beams. This is shown in Table 6.
The deflection at the various chord points for fifty and seventy-
five per cent of the semi -span under uniform shear and uniformly dis-
tributed loads is shown in fig* 34* Th« points of maximum deflection
occur et the trailing edge under both types of loading and would occur
for an angle of sweep between twenty and twenty-five degrees. The de-
flection of the leading edge decreases rapidly with increase in angle
of sweep*
The deflection at the various chord points for fifty and seventy-
five per cent of the semi-span under torflion load is sliown in Pig, 35*
The deflection of the trailing edge increases sharply with increase in
angle of sweep. The deflection of the leading edge for small angles
of sweep is in the direction of the torque* As the sweep angle increas*
ob, the deflection at any given span point decreases to zero and then
increases in the opposite direction* It reaches a maximum in this
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direction at an ancle of sweep of approximately forty-five degrees
and then decreases again.
C. A009U 0T
Under all types of loading, when the load was removed the speci-
men returned to its original position within three thousandths of an
inch, en error of leso than one -half of one par cent of the maximum
deflection. This cannot be said for the return to electrical zero in
the wheatstone bridge circuit in ell oeses. Korcever, the error in
return to zero bears no relation to the magnitude of the stress* In
the large majority of oases the return is excellent but in a number of
I instanoes the return was off by as much as ten por cent of the meas-
ured reeding, 'tfhen the readings are converted to principal stresses,
some of this error is averaged out. The fairing in of the curves, in
?iga. 23 to 33* tends to further average out the error.
'.hen the principal stresses resulting from the one-third maximum
load were multiplied by three, the two-thirds by thre^-halves, and
both were compared with those res iltln.- fron the maximum load, the
maximum error was found to be or the order of five per cent. There
was a random direction to this error and it is believed that the var-
iation is due to both inherent laok of accuracy in the electronic
equipment and to the inexperience of the. operating personnel.
Some estimation of the accuracy of stress measurement is possible
from the torsion readings for the case of zero sweep. The deflection
readings indicate that the torsion vector was very close to its in-
tended direction. Therefore the compressive and tensile stresses should
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be constant in the area whioh is not subjocted to *ond effect". Taking
from Tables 1 and 2 the last five torsion readings for the zero sweep
case, both compressive and tensile, averaging them and then investi-
gatine "^ s magnitude of the error leads to the following conclusion!
there is an avarage error of less than plus or minus three per cent
and a maximum error of six and a quarter par cent.
As shown in Fig, 3^ the sag of the support decreased with in-
crease in angle of sweep. At 75* of the semi-span, for the case of
zero sweep, the measurable sag was twenty-four thousandths of an inch
or approximately two and one-half per cent of the experimental deflec-
tion. At sixty degrees of sweep the measurable sag was slightly
greater than one per cent.
Table 6 shows the difference between the deflections as measured
for zero sweep angle, and those computed fro?* the standard engineer-
ing formula for cantilever beans. The results given by the standard
formula were compared with those given by Stevenson's exact formula in
Raf . (e). This latter comparison was for points along the centerline
of the plate and the difference was negligible. In Stevenson's formula
he sets the boundary conditions only at one point, the center of the
plate at the root, where he assumes zero deflection and zero slope.
In this investigation the plate was clamped along the entire root chord,
whioh leads to more boundary conditions than unknown constants in the
formula. In addition these boundary conditions are not known exactly.
For this reason the st&nderd engineering formula is believed to be as
^
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nearly exact as any known.
While the error in stress measurement may be as high as six per
cent in some isolated oases and the deflection error may vary from
three per cent upwards, these errors do not affect the general re-
sults stated above. These results are trends and pre derived from
curves in which the errors are automatically reduced.
'
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RJ3CQM.ISNDATIO?©
A. CONCLUSIONS
1. Under all types of loading for angle of sweep greater than
zero the critical stresses occur at the trailing edge at the root,
these stresses increasing sharply over the inner 20,* of the span.
2. Under all types of loading the stresses at the leading edge
at the root decrease sharply with increase in angle of sweep*
3* Along the leading edge the point of maximum stress for all
types of loading moves outboard with increase in angle of sweep.
4* Under uniform shear and uniformly distributed loadings the
area of "end effeot - for all angles of sweep extends to approximately
three-quarters of a chord length outboard of a line perpendicular to
the axis through the trailing edge root.
5« Under uniform shear and uniformly distributed loading, use
of the standard engineering formulae for stresses in a cantilever beam
give good results for angles of sweep up to forty-five degrees if only
that portion of the plate not subject to "end effect" is considered.
6. Under uniform shear and uniformly distributed loading the
stresses at the trailing edge for the outer Q5* of the span do not vary
with angle of sweep up to forty degrees. For sixty degrees the stresses
decrease measurably*
7» For angles of sweep in excess of forty-five degrees, under
uniform shear loading, the simplifying assumptions in the simple beam
formulae are no longer valid.
)\
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8. The points of maximum deflection under the uniform sheer and
uniformly distributed loadings ooour 8t the trailing edge for an angle
of sweep between twenty and twenty-five degrees.
9* The deflections under uniform shear loading for zero sweep are
slightly greater than those given by the standard engineering formula
for a cantilever beam.
B. RSaOMOJDATIONS
1* The stresses in the area around the trailing edge root should
be more thoroughly investigated.
2. For the same amount of time spent, more valuable results could
be obtained from taking readings under the maximum loads only.
3» Uth the results of this experiment in hand, more valuable




(a) I. S. Sokolnikoff, "loatheraetioal Theory of Elasticity", McGraw«
2L11 3ook Gaapany, Inc. 1946 - Peg© 231.
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TABLS 1
Stresses at Ninety Per Cent of Chord
Distance* Stresses (psi)
Uniform Uniformly Torsion




1.00 126*38 11314 14062 4430




13«00 3595 11109 10910
17*00 7460 4124 10974 11544






1.23 1740Q 15486 21985 5497
5.20 12283 10100 17961 8418
9.20 10324 6382 17125 9022
13*20 8726 5080 17148 8952
17-20 7435 3975 17098 8943






3.17 13359 13425 24515 3943
7.17 10979 3375 21497 4379
11.17 9223 6060 20413 5257
15.17 7644 4555 20119 5137






2.67 15178 11702 31323 12S4
4.67 11471 8383 26394 1902
8.67 9143 5708 23937 2249
12.67 7422 3635 23404 2183
16.67 5677 2467 23016 2253
24.67 3174 817 22328 2038
^Distance is measured in inches from root along chord line*
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TABLH 2
Otreasoa at Ton JPer Cent of Chord
Distance 3tresses (pai)
Uniform Uniformly Torsion






1.00 13053 12550 3358 14619
5.00 11425 9990 9329 11795
9.00 9423 6820 10881 11082
13.00 3555 5428 10346 11846
17.00 7077 3415 10935 10980




2.30 10350 10148 6776 9700
4.30 11147 10091 IO678 8816
8.30 11265 9569 15118 8755
12.30 9722 6331 15788 8996
16.30 8821 4991 16831 8993
20.30 7166 2241 16819 8928






CO 4880 183 7577
3.80 6356 3023 5445
5.80 8417 7331 7816 4236
7.80 9747 8498 12210 4219




17.80 8697 19171 5308
21.80 4201 4002 19984 5188
25.80 6130 2662 19599 5366
34-90 3105 647 20100 5278
Distance is measured in inches from root along chord line.
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TABLE 2 (ObntM)
Stresses et Ten Per Gent of Chord
Distance* Stresses (pel)
Uniform Uniformly Torsion





























^Distance is measured in inches fro..: root along chord line.
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TABL3 3
Deflections at Fifty Pfcr Oent Semi-span
o
.463 .463 .469 *466 .464
20 .416 .445 .475 .507 .531
40 .260 .323 .382 .44Q .518
























20 . . A55 -475






20 - .445 -630
40 .690 .950
60 .010 .150 .390 .770 1.193
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TABL2 4
Deflections at Seventy-^ive Per Cent Semi-span
Defleotiona (inches)





























































Variation of Maximum Stress Location with Angle of Sweep
Along Ten Per Cent Chord Line





Experimental versus Theoretical Deflection of Cantilever Beam
Distanoe from Deflections















EQUIPMENT UNDER CONCENTRATFD LOAD
FIGURE 2.
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SOLID LtNCS INDICA TE MAGNITUDE AND
ORIENTATION OF PRINCIPAL STRESSES
PLUS SIGNS INDICATE TENSION.
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ORIENTATION OF PRINCIPAL STRESSES PLUS
SIGNS INDICA TE TENSION. OMISSION Of CROSS
STRESS INDICATES NEGLIGIBLE CROSS STRESS.
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